We have developed a dynamic model of accommodation that combines independent phasic-velocity and tonic-position neural signals to control position, velocity and acceleration properties of accommodative step responses. Phasic and tonic signals were obtained from neural integration of a fixed-height acceleration-pulse and variable-height velocity-step respectively to control independent acceleration and velocity properties of the step response. Duration and amplitude of the acceleration-pulse are increased with age to compensate for age-related increases of visco-elastic properties of the lens to maintain youthful velocity. The model illustrates a neural control strategy that is similar to the classical neural control model of step changes by the saccadic and vergence systems.
Introduction
Ocular accommodation, the focusing mechanism of the human eye, operates by changing the shape of the crystalline lens in response to constriction of the ciliary muscle. Forces applied to the lens are changed during accommodation by agonist-antagonist interactions between the ciliary muscle and choroid respectively (Helmholtz, 1866) . These forces are transferred via the suspensory zonules (zonular springs) to the lens and its capsule ( Fig. 1a and b, adapted from Beers & van der Heijde, 1994) . This general scheme of the accommodative plant has been elaborated upon in static (Stark, 1987; Wyatt, 1988) and dynamic (Beers & van der Heijde, 1994 biomechanical models of accommodation. These models have been used to describe how age-related changes in biomechanics of the plant contribute to the reduction in the amplitude of accommodation (presbyopia).
Age-related changes in the biomechanics of the accommodative plant include an increase in the modulus of elasticity of the lens capsule in the operating range near the full amplitude of the accommodative response (Krag, Olsen, & Andreassen, 1997) and an increase in the viscosity of the lens (Glasser & Campbell, 1999) . Interestingly, the velocity of accommodative responses to step changes in optical vergence remains the same within a linear range for young and old eyes that have the capacity to accommodate (Heron, Charman, & Schor, 2001; Heron, Charman, & Gray, 2002; Mordi & Ciuffreda, 2004) . How does the velocity of the accommodative-step response remain unaffected by the age-related changes in the biomechanics of the accommodative plant? We developed a model that uses independent acceleration-pulse and velocity-step signals that are neurally integrated to phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals. Phasic activity is related to acceleration and velocity components of the response and it refers to neural activity that only occurs during the movement. Tonic activity holds the final position of the response and refers to neural activity that occurs during and after the completion of the movement. This model illustrate how the neural pattern of innervation to the ciliary muscle could be adjusted to compensate for age-related changes in the biomechanics of the plant in order to maintain high velocity step responses of accommodation in the incipient stages of presbyopia.
Independent control of velocity and acceleration of the accommodative-step response
Three observations suggest that there is independent control of position, velocity and acceleration properties of the accommodative-step response. First, within a given age group, the first-order (velocity) and secondorder (acceleration) dynamics of the accommodativestep response change differently with response magnitude. The peak velocity of accommodation increases with response magnitude (Campbell & Westheimer, 1960; Ciuffreda & Kruger, 1988; Kasthurirangan, Vilupuru, & Glasser, 2003) , (Ômain sequenceÕ relationship (Bahill, Clark, & Stark, 1975) ), while the peak acceleration and the time-to-peak acceleration of accommodation remain constant (invariant) of response magnitude . Second, only the peak acceleration of accommodation declines with age while the peak velocity remains constant within the linear range of accommodation (Heron et al., 2001; Heron et al., 2002; Mordi & Ciuffreda, 2004) . This is surprising given that there is an age-related increase in the visco-elastic properties of the accommodative system (Beers & van der Heijde, 1996; Wyatt, 1993 ) that could cause a reduction in both the velocity and acceleration of the accommodative-step response. Third, the peak velocity and acceleration of a fixed amplitude accommodative-step response are greater during a saccade than when the eye is stationary (Schor, Lott, Pope, & Graham, 1999) illustrating that the relationship between peak velocity and response magnitude is not invariant.
A simple feedback control system model of accommodation would predict that if there were a single tonic-step innervation to accommodation, then both the peak velocity and the peak acceleration would increase with response amplitude and they would be affected similarly by age-related changes of the biomechanics of accommodation. The constant peak acceleration and the time-to-peak acceleration properties observed for the accommodative-step response argue against this and suggests the existence of independent phasic and tonic control signals for step changes of accommodation. In our model of dynamic accommodation, a feedback independent (open-loop) phasic-velocity signal is combined with a closed-loop tonic-position signal that holds the final response after Beers & van der Heijde, 1994) . (b) Lumped biomechanics model of the passive plant adapted from Beers and van der Heijde (1994) . Antagonist components include the choroid spring, ciliary muscle attachment to the choroid, and posterior zonule. Agonist components include the anterior zonule, lens-capsule complex.
it is completed. The independent phasic and tonic components allow peak acceleration to be independent of response amplitude. The model proposes that the open-loop phasic velocity signal is adjusted to compensate for age-related changes in the visco-elastic properties of the accommodative system.
Motor commands for accommodation
Oculomotor systems, such as saccades, guide step changes in eye position with phasic-velocity signals that are integrated to tonic-position signals in the brainstem (Fukushima, Kaneko, & Fuchs, 1992; Robinson, 1975) . These velocity and position signals are combined in the final common pathway to produce high-velocity motor step responses. Is there an analogous organization of control signals for the accommodative step response? Cortical and subcortical pathways are involved in the control of accommodation and vergence. The periarcuate region of the cortical frontal-eye fields (FEF) show neuronal activities that are related to both vergence and accommodation, and the sensory-motor transform required for these movements (Gamlin & Yoon, 2000) . Some FEF neurons display phasic and/or tonic activity correlated with velocity and amplitude of the near-step response. The phasic and tonic cells could represent velocity and position signals for controlling accommodation. It has been hypothesized that the FEF projects either directly or indirectly via the cerebellum to the superior oculomotor area (SOA), a pre-motor site containing near-response cells in the brainstem (Gamlin, 2002) . Near-response cells in the SOA have phasic (burst), tonic and combined (burst-tonic) activity (Mays, Porter, Gamlin, & Tello, 1986; Zhang, Mays, & Gamlin, 1992) that code velocity and position signals associated with the near-responses of vergence and accommodation. The tonic near-response cells that code amplitude are thought to be derived from the neural integration of velocity signals (Mays, 1983) .
The activity of most near-response cells in SOA is associated with both accommodation and convergence. Interestingly, combined phasic and tonic activity of some near-response cells (burst-tonic cells) that control the velocity and amplitude of the vergence response, are found in the oculomotor nucleus Judge & Cumming, 1986) . Because the velocity component of the accommodative-step response is low, it is difficult to illustrate combined velocity and position signals for the step response in the Edinger-Westphal (EW) nucleus. However, cells in the EW nucleus do have clear velocity signals for closed-loop smooth sinusoidal tracking (Gamlin, Zhang, Clendaniel, & Mays, 1994) . We have constructed a model to test the plausibility of combined independent phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals in the EW nucleus that would produce a peak acceleration of the step response that was independent of response amplitude and peak velocity that was independent of age.
Our dynamic model of accommodation is based on an adaptation of the biomechanical model of the plant described by Beers and van der Heijde (1994) , neurophysiological correlates of the accommodative response described by Gamlin (2002) , the behavioral measures of the first-order and second-order properties of the accommodative-step response and their age-related changes (Heron et al., 2001) . The model explores how neural signals might be organized to control dynamic accommodation, and how they might be adjusted to compensate for the agerelated changes in biomechanics of the accommodative system.
Model structure
Two basic modules make up the pulse-step dynamic model of accommodation. The biomechanical module, developed by Beers and van der Heijde (1994) , describes the mechanical linkage between the crystalline lens, ciliary muscle, anterior and posterior suspensory zonules and choroid ( Fig. 1a and b) . The anterior and posterior suspensory zonules link the lens to both the ciliary muscle and elastic choroid respectively. Fig. 1b is a diagram adapted from a lumped biomechanics model proposed by Beers and van der Heijde (1994) that illustrates opposition between the choroid spring (K CH ) and the lens spring (K L ), and the modulation by the ciliary muscle of the force exerted by the choroid on the lens system via zonular suspensory ligaments. This biomechanical module is based on GullstrandÕs static model of accommodation (Gullstrand, 1924) with the inclusion of a viscous property of the combined lens and capsule. We have included an elastic property of the ciliary muscle attachment to the choroid (Tamm & Lutjen-Drecoll, 1996) that is in parallel with choroid attachment to the posterior zonule.
The neural module is modeled after behavioral observations that suggest independent control of first-order and second-order dynamic properties of accommodation . Several studies have assumed that a single tonic-step innervation to the ciliary muscle drives the accommodative-step response in a simple feedback control system. Studies on monkeys in which accommodation was elicited by electrically stimulating the EW nucleus used a step input (Crawford, Terasawa, & Kaufman, 1989; Croft et al., 1998; Vilupuru & Glasser, 2002) . Control systems engineering models (Krishnan & Stark, 1975) and biomechanical models (Beers & van der Heijde, 1994 have assumed that EW neurons provide a single tonic-step innervation pattern for the accommodative-step response. An outcome of this assumption is that increasing the amplitude of a single tonic-step in innervation would result in a proportional increase in the position, velocity and acceleration of accommodation. However the independent first-order and second-order properties of the accommodative-step response suggests that several independent signals control the first-order and second-order dynamic properties and the final position of the accommodative-step response .
The flow chart for processing of the velocity and position signals by the neural module is illustrated in Fig.  2a . The neural module of the model for the step response of accommodation describes an innervation by the EW nucleus of the ciliary muscle composed of combined phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals (Fig.   2a ). These signals are obtained through neural integration of a fixed-height and adjustable width acceleration-pulse to form the phasic-velocity signal, and a variable-height velocity-step to form the tonic-position signal whose amplitude increases with stimulus magnitude.
The height of the acceleration-pulse is independent of the stimulus amplitude and because the accelerationpulse is brief, it is not influenced by feedback. The acceleration-pulse signal has a ramped onset, whose height determines peak acceleration. The duration of the abrupt ramped onset of the acceleration-pulse determines the time-to-peak acceleration of the step response that we found to vary systematically with age The fixed-height and variable width accelerationpulse is initiated by a brief ramped onset followed by a constant height plateau. The ramped-onset duration decreases with age to determine time-topeak acceleration. The plateau duration increases with age and response magnitude to produce peak velocities that are independent of the constant peak acceleration. These age-related changes are listed in Table 1 . ). The ramp is followed by a plateau whose width determines the peak-velocity of the final response (Fig. 2b) .
These timing factors change with age to preserve peak velocity of the step response of the aging eye (Table  1) . Neural integration of the fixed-height accelerationpulse produces the phasic-velocity signal. Increasing the width of the acceleration-pulse increases the amplitude (height) of the phasic-velocity signal with age ( Fig. 2a) to preserve peak velocity. Neural integration of the velocity-step signal produces the tonic-position signal. The velocity-step height is proportional to the motor error for accommodation, obtained from negative feedback. Increasing the amplitude of both the phasic-velocity signal and tonic-position signal with age by a common scalar adjusts both peak acceleration and the time constant of the step response respectively. These parameters compensate for age-related increases in visco-elastic properties of the capsule-lens complex. The phasic and tonic signals are combined in the EW nucleus to innervate the ciliary muscle.
An assumption of the neural module that has been demonstrated physiologically (Gamlin et al., 1994 ) is that accommodation is linearly related to activity of EW neurons controlling accommodation. Changes in accommodation are linearly related to firing patterns of neurons in the EW nucleus where firing rates have an average sensitivity to accommodation of 3.3 spikes/ s/diopter (Gamlin et al., 1994) . Interestingly, increases of the dioptric power of the lens are related to the square root of increases in force of the ciliary muscle (Fisher, 1977) , suggesting that a nonlinear transformation takes place to produce the linear relationship between firing rate and accommodation. A likely mechanism proposed by Gamlin et al. (1994) for the linear relation between firing rate and accommodation is that a linear increase in firing rate of post-ganglionic ciliary fibers results in a nonlinear force generation by the ciliary muscle that is required to produce the linear increase in accommodation. The non-linear transformation of the firing rate to ciliary muscle force and ciliary muscle force to dioptric power change cancel each other. We have not included these two non-linearities in the model and we go directly from innervation to change in dioptric power.
A simplified block diagram of the combined neural and biomechanics modules is shown in Fig. 3 . The velocity-step is an error signal that is computed from the difference between the desired accommodative-step response and internal negative feedback from an efference copy signal (Fig. 3) . This is analogous to an internal feedback model for the vergence system that produces a stable response deceleration from the high velocity produced by the pulse to a final end point of the step response (Zee & Levi, 1989) .
Our model was designed to illustrate how the independent acceleration-pulse and velocity-step signals and their integrals could be adjusted to compensate for age-related changes in the biomechanics of accommodation. A preliminary version of this model was presented in the conference proceedings of the 26th Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society .
Methods

Pulse-step model
The pulse-step control model of accommodation was developed using MATLAB/SIMULINK Ò . This model was composed of the following components: acceleration-pulse and velocity-step signals, their integrated phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals and a passive-plant. A simplified block diagram of the combined neural and biomechanics module is shown in Fig. 3 .
Velocity input
The accommodative response to a step change in optical vergence is initiated by triggering the fixed-height acceleration-pulse by a velocity threshold criterion. The fixed-height acceleration-pulse is composed of a brief (1) The ramp duration of the fixed-height acceleration-pulse (ms) determines the time to reach peak acceleration. (2) The plateau duration (ms) determines the peak velocity, independent of peak acceleration. The plateau durations are specified for a representative 2D step input. (3) Plateau duration was incremented by a constant duration per diopter Dt/D (ms/D), for every diopter over 1.5D, to increase velocity with response magnitude.
(4) Gain of the phasic-velocity and tonic position signals was increased with age to adjust for age-related changes in biomechanics. (5) Gain of the tonic-position signal for the single-step model was scaled to optimize amplitude without producing overshoots.
ramped onset followed by a constant height plateau of variable duration that is proportional to the stimulus amplitude ( Fig. 2b ). These acceleration-pulse parameters contribute to the second-order and first-order dynamics of the accommodative-step response respectively. The height of the ramp determines the peak acceleration of the accommodative response, and the ramp duration determines the time-to-peak acceleration. The slope and height are fixed for a given age so that when combined with age-related changes in the plant, peak acceleration and time-to-peak acceleration are independent of response amplitude. The fixed height of the acceleration-pulse corresponds to an acceleration signal of 7.5 D/s 2 . This value was set arbitrarily and it could be altered by adjusting the gain of the integrated acceleration-pulse signal that produces a phasic-velocity signal (see Section 3.3 for a more detailed description).
The duration of the acceleration-pulse plateau determines the peak velocity of the response, independent of peak acceleration. An increase in peak velocity with response magnitude is achieved by increasing the duration of the pulse plateau at a fixed proportion of response amplitude (Dt pulse plateau/diopter increment of accommodation). The acceleration-pulse signal is unaffected by negative feedback since pulse duration (approximately 120 ms) is shorter than the 300 ms latency period for accommodation.
The velocity-step signal begins at the termination of the acceleration-pulse. The amplitude of the velocitystep signal is reduced by internal feedback from efference copy signals of accommodation until a steady state is achieved. The internal feedback takes the plant transfer function into account (virtual plant). The main purpose of the internal feedback is to prevent overshoots of high-velocity responses that would occur with slower acting visual feedback. Table 1 presents durations of ramp and plateau portions of the acceleration-pulse signal for a 2D response for four different age groups and the rate at which the plateau duration was incremented per diopter of accommodation.
Integration of acceleration-pulse and velocity-step signals.
The acceleration-pulse and velocity-step signals are integrated to phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals respectively. The acceleration-pulse is integrated by a first-order lag element with a time constant of 200 ms. The time constant of the acceleration-pulse integrator was chosen to yield a phasic-velocity signal that had the same width (duration) as the derivative of the accommodation step response (velocity profile). The velocity-step signal is integrated independently by the serial combination of a fast and a slow tonic integrator that were adopted from the accommodation and vergence interaction model proposed by Schor (1992) . The accommodative-vergence interaction model describes the increase of the decay-time-constant of the adapted accommodative-step response with prolonged stimulus exposures that can be revealed when the stimulus to accommodation is removed by darkness or a pinhole pupil (open-loop condition). In the current model, the fast tonic integrator influences the time constant and amplitude of the accommodative-step response and the slow tonic integrator maintains the response amplitude for prolonged periods of time. Baseline gains and time constants for fast and slow tonic integrators are presented in Table 2 . These parameters were the same for all age groups. The gains of the combined phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals were increased with age (Table 1 ) by a single scalar to compensate for age-related biomechanical changes of the plant. This agedependent scalar adjusts the peak acceleration, peak velocity, and amplitude of the final response. Tables 1-3 respectively.
Passive-plant controller in the Laplace domain
The lens complex is modeled as a first-order lag element, and the choroid and zonules are modeled as gain elements that are proportional to their compliance (compliance = 1/elastic coefficient). Elasticity and viscosity of the combined agonist lens complex and anterior zonule are represented in the Laplace domain with a gain and a time constant respectively (Fig. 4) . The time constant is proportional to both viscosity and compliance. The time constant for a 15 year old lens was taken from in vivo measures by Beers and van der Heijde (1996) . The time constant for a 41 year old lens was estimated from an illustration of the time course for relaxation of compressive force applied to the lens in vitro by Glasser and Campbell (1999, see their Fig. 12a Glasser and Campbell (1999) do not provide an illustration for the 15 year old, we used the in vivo measure of Beers and van der Heijde (1996) . As will be shown by the simulations, the in vivo measures overestimate the time constant of the lens. Estimates of the elastic coefficients for the lens complex, zonules and choroid were obtained from in vitro measures by Fisher (1969 Fisher ( , 1971 and van Alphen and Graebel (1991) , as analyzed by Wyatt (1993) . The model parameters can be updated as more accurate measures of time constant and visco-elastic coefficients become available. The main purpose of this model is to illustrate how the neural signals for accommodation might be organized to compensate for age-related changes in biomechanics of the accommodation system. The model can also be used to predict the dynamic performance of prosthetic devices such as accommodating intraocular lenses that are inserted into the lens bag (i.e. capsule) to replace the natural lens.
The gain for the lens module for a 15 year old is normalized to 1.0. Gains of the other elements and other age groups are proportional to the normalized lens gain of the 15 year old. For example, for a 15 year old, the elastic coefficient for the lens was estimated at 700 dynes/mm and the choroid at 1500 dynes/mm (Wyatt, 1993) . Given the normalized gain of the lens, the proportional gain of the choroid of the 15 year old was 0.47. The elastic modulus of the anterior and posterior zonules are fixed across all age groups at 1700 dynes/ mm (proportional gain of 0.42) and the elastic modulus of the lens complex and choroid increase with age. The combined gain of the parallel arrangement between the posterior zonule (K zp ) and elastic tendons of the posterior ciliary muscle (K cb ) (Fig. 1b) was set to equal the gain of the posterior zonule (K zp ) because no measures have been reported for the elasticity of the tendons that attach the posterior ciliary muscle to the choroid (Tamm & Lutjen-Drecoll, 1996) . Table 3 summarizes the proportional gains and time constants used for the lens complex and the proportional gains used for the zonules and choroid of four different age groups. The transfer functions in this table are also applicable to column 2 in Table 3 . They are represented in the Laplace notation format K/ss + 1 where, K = gain of the transfer function and s = time constant of the transfer function. The phasic integrator transforms the accelerationpulse signal into a phasic-velocity signal while the fast and slow tonic integrators transform the velocity-step signal into a tonic-position signal. Fig. 4 . Detailed description of the agonist components of the accommodative plant. The amplitude of accommodation depends in part on the ratio of compliance of the lens complex and the anterior zonules. A trade off between length changes in the lens and anterior zonule spring elements is modeled with a local unity-gain negative feedback loop in parallel with the combined forward loop gains of the lens and anterior zonule spring elements, where the feedback gain equals 1--1/(k l + k z ). This feedback circuit makes the change in ciliary ring diameter equal to the combined change in length of the anterior zonule and lens springs. The circuit is followed by a unity-gain-lag element with an age-appropriate time constant for the lens (see parameters in Table 3 ). Lens time constants were obtained from Beers and van der Heijde (1994) and Glasser and Campbell (1999) and normalized gains were computed from age-dependent estimates of elastic coefficients analyzed by Wyatt (1993) . Fig. 4 is a detailed description of the agonist components of the plant. It illustrates that the amplitude of accommodation depends in part on the ratio of compliance of the lens complex and the anterior zonules. The lumped biomechanics model shown in Fig. 1b illustrates the serial arrangement of the lens and anterior zonule. When the ciliary muscle constricts, the diameter of the ciliary ring decreases, causing the combined length of the lens and anterior zonule springs to decrease. The change in ciliary ring diameter is distributed between the anterior zonule and lens in proportion to their compliance. WyattÕs (1993) analysis indicates that the anterior zonule is stiffer than the lens in younger eyes and the reverse occurs in older eyes (see Table 3 ). Thus as the eye ages, the lens changes less and the anterior zonule length changes more as the ciliary ring constricts during attempts to accommodate (Strenk et al., 1999) . This age-related trade off between changes in the compliance of the lens and anterior zonule was modeled with a local unity-gain feedback loop in parallel with the forward loop gains of the lens and anterior zonule, where the feedback gain equals 1--1/(k l + k z ). This feedback circuit makes the change in ciliary ring diameter equal to the combined change in length of the anterior zonule and lens springs. The circuit is followed by a unity-gainlag element with an age-appropriate time constant for the lens. Note that the serial arrangement of spring elements in Fig. 1b is represented as a parallel arrangement in the Laplace notation illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Simulations
Model simulations were performed for four age groups ranging from 15 to 45 years. Simulations of accommodative responses to step changes in defocus were performed for both the pulse-step model and a single-step model to illustrate the improvement in dynamics produced by the acceleration-pulse signal. The single-step model differed from the pulse-step model only by the absence of the acceleration-pulse signal, with all the other model components remaining the same. For the single-step model, the gain of the velocity-step integrator shown in column 6 of Table 1 was scaled from corresponding values in column 5 of Table 1 to achieve the same steady-state error or lag of accommodation as found in the simulations with the pulse-step model. Higher gains for the single-step model than those shown in Table 1 would have resulted in overshoots of the 4D response.
As an illustration, we compared simulations with 2D and 4D stimuli for the pulse-step and single-step models. We performed a quantitative analysis of first-order and second-order components over the linear range of accommodation. The range of accommodative stimuli was made to lie within the linear 75% of the range of the accommodative stimulus-response function for each age group. This criterion resulted in a stimulus range of 1.5-4.5D for the 15 year and 25 year old age groups, 3.5D for the 35 year old group and 2.5D for the 45 year old group. However for illustration purposes, we have compared simulations with 2D and 4D stimuli for the two models (Figs. 5, 6 and 8 ). Simulations were performed in steps of 0.5D, each for a period of 4 s. Time constants of the simulated accommodative response were computed as the time taken to reach 63% of the final magnitude. Accommodative responses were differentiated using a 2-point difference algorithm to compute the velocity and acceleration profiles. The peak velocity of accommodation was plotted for both models as a function of the response magnitude (main sequence relationship), and compared with the empirical observations reported for subjects who were 25-35 years old .
The parameters used in the pulse-step model are grouped into three categories:
(1) Age-dependent parameters for neural control: These include the duration of the ramped-pulse onset, the rate that the duration of the pulse plateau was incremented per diopter of accommodation, and the scalar that controlled the gain of the combined phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals. Parameters were adjusted for age to match the empirical measures of first-order and second-order components of the accommodative-step responses. These parameters are shown for four age groups in Table 1 . Column 6 of Table 1 also lists values for the scalar that controlled the gain of the tonic-position signal for the single-step model needed to achieved the same steady-state error or lag of accommodation as the pulse-step model.
(2) Age-independent parameters for neural control: These include the latency of the response, fixed height of the acceleration-pulse signal, and gains and time constants of the neural integrators of the acceleration-pulse and velocity-step signals. These parameters are represented in Table 2 as Laplace transfer functions.
(3) Age-dependent parameters for biomechanical estimates of the plant: These parameters include the gain and time constant of the lens, gain of the choroid and gain of the anterior and posterior zonules. These parameters are represented in Table 3 as Laplace transfer functions.
Copies of the Matlab script of this model can be obtained from the authors upon request or from our website, http://schorlab.berkeley.edu/. The scripts for the four age categories can be downloaded and run with MATLAB/SIMULINK Ò . Examples of MATLAB Ò scripts for pulse-step and single-step responses by 15 and 45 year olds are also available as supplementary files published online alongside the electronic version of this article in Elsevier Science website. To perform a simulation, save and unzip the file and run it from you computer. MATLAB Ò and its SIMULINK Ò module are needed to run the simulations.
Results
Static responses of both the pulse-step and single-step models had similar magnitudes, however there were significant differences in their dynamic responses as described by response time constant, peak velocity and peak acceleration. Fig. 5 illustrates position traces of simulated 2D and 4D step responses for the four age groups. Time constants of simulated 2D responses by the pulse-step model increased by approximately 25 ms over a 30 year span from age 15 to 45 years whereas they increases by approximately 150 ms over the same age span for the single-step model. For the 4D responses, the time constants increased over the same age span by 110 ms for the pulse-step model simulations and by 190 ms for the single-step model simulations. The time constant for the lens complex increased by over 100 ms over the same 30 year age range (column 2 in Table 3 ). Note that time constants used for the lens complex were shorter than the time constants of the simulated step response, suggesting that precise estimates of lens time constant require in vitro measures. The pulse-step simulations agree well with empirical measures of response duration and time constant of step responses that do not to change appreciably with age (Heron et al., 2001; Mordi & Ciuffreda, 2004; Tucker & Charman, 1979) . Fig. 6 compares the peak velocity plots for the same simulations. For the 2D response, the peak velocity of the simulated pulse-step model remains constant at all ages. Peak velocity for the single-step model is lower than for the pulse-step model at all response magnitudes. For all ages, the peak velocity of a 2D response of the single-step model was approximately 1/3rd-1/ 4th the peak velocity of the pulse-step model response. Velocity increased with response magnitude for both models. Fig. 7a plots the simulated main sequence relationship for the two models for each age group. The pulse-step model had a linear increase in the peak velocity with amplitude for smaller responses and a saturation of the peak velocity at larger response amplitudes (dashed lines in Fig. 7a ). This saturation of the main sequence for accommodation is similar to empirical observations of Kasthurirangan et al. (2003) . The simulated peak velocities saturated at earlier response levels for the older age groups. In contrast, the slope of the main sequence for the single-step model simulations increased linearly across all response magnitudes. Accordingly, a linear regression equation was fit only to the linear portion of the main sequence in the pulse-step model and to the entire main sequence in the single-step model. No age-dependent changes occurred for the slope of the main sequence of the pulse-step model while the slope progressively decreased with age for the single-step model. Fig. 7b describes the main-sequence plot for empirical measures of peak velocity for two subjects whose ages were 25 and 35 years . For both ages, the coefficients of the linear regression equations of the main-sequence relationships (Fig. 7b) were significantly different from zero (StudentÕs T-test; P-value: <0.001). However, there was no significant difference between the coefficients for the two ages (StudentÕs T-test (Kleinbaum, Kupper, Muller, & Nizam, 1998) ; P-value: >0.7). These data can be described by the same regression equations that describe the simulated main-sequence plots of the pulse-step model shown in Fig. 7a . The simulated main-sequence functions for a 25 year old (y = 1.33x + 4.08) and a 35 year old (y = 1.34x + 4.08) were similar to the 25 year old (y = 0.86x + 5.26) and 35 year old (y = 1.02x + 4.51) empirical measures. The main-sequence simulations are similar to other empirical measures made on ages ranging from 15 to 45 years (Heron et al., 2001; Mordi & Ciuffreda, 2004) . Fig. 8 compares acceleration plots for the same simulations. Peak acceleration of the pulse-step model was equal for the 2D and 4D response amplitudes within each age group, and it declined gradually as the age increased over a 30-year period. In contrast, for the single-step model, peak acceleration within each age group increased in proportion to response magnitude. The peak acceleration for the single-step model was always less than the peak acceleration for the pulse-step model.
For a 2D response, the peak acceleration for the singlestep model was approximately 1/3rd-1/4th the peak acceleration of the pulse-step model for all age groups. For larger step sizes (4D), the peak acceleration of the single-step model was approximately 1/2 the peak acceleration of the pulse-step model in the 15 year old age group and was approximately 1/6th the peak acceleration of the pulse-step model for the 45 year old age group. Fig. 9a plots the simulated peak acceleration for the two models as a function of response size for each age group. The plots representing the pulse-step model for all age groups have slopes of zero. The height of the Y-intercept decreases as age increases. In contrast, the slope of the acceleration plots representing the singlestep model decrease markedly as age increases. The single-step model had a proportional increase in the peak acceleration with the response magnitude that was most pronounced for the youngest age group (15 year old) (y = 15.75x + 1.66). These simulations of peak acceleration for the pulse-step model are similar to empirical measures (Fig. 9b) . For both ages, the slopes of the linear regression equations fit to the empirical data for the peak acceleration as a function of response magnitude (Fig. 9b) were not significantly different from zero (StudentÕs T-test; P-value: >0.7). There was no significant difference between the slopes for the two ages (StudentÕs T-test; P-value: >0.7) however there was a significant difference between their intercepts (StudentÕs T-test; P-value: <0.05), illustrating that peak acceleration was reduced with age.
Empirically, acceleration increases gradually during the step response until it reaches a peak . The time-to-peak acceleration decreases Fig. 7 . (a) Simulations of peak velocity for the two models are plotted as a function of response magnitude (main sequence relationship) for the four age groups. The pulse-step model simulations show a linear increase in peak velocity at smaller response magnitudes and a saturation of the peak velocities at larger response magnitudes. The single-step model simulations show a linear increase in peak velocity at all response magnitudes. Linear regression equations were fit only to the linear portion of the main sequence relationship in all age groups. Peak velocity data points at larger response magnitudes were connected using dashed lines for ease of comparison. (b) The main sequence function is plotted for empirical measures of peak velocity for two subjects whose ages were 25 and 35 years . The raw data were fit with regression equations shown by solid and dashed lines. In addition, the main sequence data points were clumped into 1D response bins and the mean and ±1 standard error of mean (SEM) were computed for each of the bins. The open squares and open triangles with error bars show the mean and SEM for the 25 year old and 35 year old subject respectively. The coefficients of the linear regression equations were not significantly different from one other. These data can be described by a regression equation whose slope and intercept are similar to the fit of the simulated main-sequence plots in (a).
with age , and this is modeled by decreasing the duration of the ramped onset of the acceleration-pulse with age. Fig. 10a plots simulations of the time-to-peak acceleration for the four age groups as a function of response amplitude. These functions had a zero slope and a Y-intercept that decreased progressively with age to simulate the empirically observed reduction of the time to reach peak acceleration with age . The simulated time-to-peak accelerations ranged from 130 ms to 75 ms over a 30 year period and decreased by approximately 15-20% per decade of age. These simulations accurately represent the changes in the time-to-peak acceleration observed with age in the empirical measures shown in Fig. 10b . For both ages, the slopes of the linear regression equations describing time-to-peak acceleration as a function of response magnitude (Fig. 10b) were not significantly different from zero (StudentÕs T-test; P-value: >0.5). There was no significant difference between the slopes or the intercepts for the two ages (StudentÕs T-test; P-value: >0.5). Simulations of the single-step model, however, had abnormally short durations of time-to-peak acceleration (approximately 17.5-22.5 ms). The slopes of these functions were close to zero, however they did not show the age-dependent reduction of the time to reach peak acceleration that was found empirically and simulated by the pulse-step model. Fig. 8. (a-h) Simulated peak accelerations for 2D and 4D step responses for the four age groups. The solid curves represent the pulse-step model simulations and the dashed curves represent the simulations of the single-step model. The gray traces in the row for the 25 year old represent the empirical data superimposed with the simulations. Peak acceleration for the pulse-step model is shown to remain constant for the 2D and 4D response amplitudes within each given age group, and to decline gradually as the eye ages over a 30 year period. In contrast, peak acceleration for the single-step model increases within each age group in proportion to response size.
Discussion
As the eye ages, changes in visco-elastic properties of the accommodation system cause peak acceleration to decline, however peak velocity and time constant of the accommodative-step response remain constant Heron et al., 2001; Mordi & Ciuffreda, 2004) . Within a give age group, peak velocity increase with response amplitude while peak acceleration is fixed. These observations were simulated by a dynamic model of accommodation that is based on the biomechanics of the accommodation plant (Beers & van der Heijde, 1994 ) and the neurophysiological correlates of cortical and brainstem circuitry that control the near response (Gamlin & Yoon, 2000) .
The accommodative-step response is characterized in the pulse-step model by an open-loop acceleration-pulse component whose height is invariant with response amplitude , and closed-loop velocity-step component that increases with response amplitude (Campbell & Westheimer, 1960; Ciuffreda & Kruger, 1988; Kasthurirangan et al., 2003) . These signals are integrated to form phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals that are combined in the EW nucleus to control the dynamic and static components respectively of the accommodative-step response. Our dynamic model passes these neural signals through the transfer function of the accommodative plant (Fig. 2a) . The simulated responses help to understand how the neural control of the first-order and second-order properties of the In the pulse-step model, the time-to-peak acceleration remains constant with the response magnitude and becomes shorter as age increases. In the single-step model, the time-to-peak acceleration is independent of age and response amplitude. (b) Time-to-peak acceleration is plotted as a function of response magnitude for two subjects whose ages were 25 and 35 years. The raw data were fit with regression equations shown by solid and dashed lines. In addition, the time-to-peak acceleration data points were clumped into 1D response bins and the mean and ±1 standard error of mean (SEM) were computed for each of the bins. The open squares and open triangles with error bars show the mean and SEM for the 25 year old and 35 year old subject respectively. The slopes and intercepts of these equations were not significantly different from one other. The empirical measures of time to peak acceleration are similar to simulations shown in (a).
accommodative-step response is organized and how neural signals might be adjusted to compensate for age-related changes in the biomechanics of the accommodative system.
Comparison of pulse-step models of motor control
The model was developed to test the plausibility that the accommodation system was guided by acceleration and velocity signals that were integrated to phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals, in a manner similar to how saccades (Robinson, 1975) and vergence Hung, Semmlow, & Ciuffreda, 1986) are thought to be controlled. Models of the saccadic system use a velocity-pulse signal that is integrated to a position-step signal, and the pulse and step are combined as burst-tonic cells in motor nuclei located the final common pathway to control initial velocity and final position of the response. In our model, independent acceleration-pulse and velocity-step signals are integrated into independent phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals respectively for independent control of the acceleration, velocity and final position of accommodation. In order to achieve high velocity step responses, both the saccadic and accommodation systems have to overcome a common problem. They both employ a phasic-velocity signal to overcome muscle viscosity for saccades, and lens viscosity for accommodation.
The phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals proposed by our pulse-step model resemble activity of phasic and tonic cells in the FEF that are associated with accommodation and convergence (see Fig. 1a in Gamlin & Yoon, 2000) . The phasic cells of the FEF have the same velocity profile as the phasic-velocity signals of our model, and these resemble the empirical and modeled velocity profile of the accommodative-step response illustrated in Figs. 2a and 6f. Phasic and tonic firing patterns during step changes in the near response are also observed in the SOA (Mays et al., 1986) and these responses could also correspond to the phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals proposed in our model. The model illustrates that separate phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals that are represented in pre-motor sites such as the SOA could be combined in the EW motor nucleus for accommodation. Indeed, some cells in the EW nuclei appear to have complex onsets composed of abrupt followed by gradual onsets of step firing patterns that resemble the combined phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals modeled in Fig. 2a (see Figs. 7a and 11a in Gamlin et al., 1994) . Note that the rate of onset for tonic near-response cells is also affected by the relative amplitudes of combined stimuli for accommodation and convergence (Zhang et al., 1992) .
The independent phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals proposed in the pulse-step model could account for the independent control of acceleration and velocity of accommodation described by Bharadwaj and Schor (2005) . The pulse-step model of the saccadic system does not predict the independence between acceleration and velocity properties that is observed for the accommodative response because the saccade model obtains the step by neural integration of the pulse. However, note that a systematic study of the first-order and second-order dynamics of human saccadic eye movements by Collewijn, Erkelens, and Steinman (1988, see Fig. 2 in their paper) demonstrated that the time for a saccade to reach peak velocity increased proportionally with the response magnitude while the initial velocity slope (acceleration) remained constant with the response magnitude. These results are consistent with our observations of invariant peak acceleration and increasing peak velocity of accommodation with step response magnitude. The pulse-step model of saccades and our dynamic model of accommodation both predict that phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals are combined in the final common pathway, as modeled here for the EW nucleus of the accommodative system.
Attributes of the acceleration-pulse signal
In the pulse-step model of accommodation, the acceleration-pulse signal occurs before the velocity-step signal in order to control the acceleration profile of the step response independent of response amplitude. Because the acceleration-pulse is much shorter than the latency period for accommodation (<300 ms), it is unaffected by feedback and its response is classified as open loop (Fig. 3) . The functional significance of the fixed-height acceleration-pulse and corresponding phasic-velocity signal for a given age group is illustrated in Figs. 5-10. Peak acceleration and time to reach peak acceleration remain constant as response magnitude increases. Small response magnitudes are the main beneficiaries of this pulse-enhanced acceleration because for small stimuli, the fixed height of the acceleration-pulse is large compared to the height of the velocity-step. For example, for a 15 year old, the time constant for a small (2D) response by the pulse-step model was approximately 1/2 the time constant for the 2D response of the single-step model, while the time constant of a larger (4D) response by the pulse-step model was approximately 1/1.5 the time constant for the 4D response by the single-step model (Fig. 5) . Similarly for a 15 year old, the peak velocity for a small (2D) response by the pulse-step model was approximately twice than the peak velocity for a 2D response of the single-step model, while peak velocity of a larger (4D) response of the pulse-step model was only 1.12· the peak velocity of the 4D response by the single-step model (Fig. 6 ). These differences between the small and large responses become more pronounced with age. The enhanced peak velocity that results from including an acceleration-pulse signal illustrates that its integration to a phasic-velocity signal could be used to overcome lens viscosity.
Non-linear saturation of the Ômain sequenceÕ function
The empirical Ômain sequenceÕ function described by Kasthurirangan et al. (2003) saturates above 4D for individuals in the age range of 20-30 years even though the accommodative stimuli are well within the linear range of the accommodative stimulus response function. The saturation of the main sequence function could be modeled in two ways. In both cases, pulse width increases with response amplitude to increase peak velocity. A non-linear model with an upper limit or maximum duration for the acceleration pulse plateau would limit the linear range of the main sequence. This model predicts an increase of peak velocity with response magnitude as width of the acceleration pulse increased, and a saturation of peak velocity when the maximum pulse width was reached. An alternative linear mechanism is suggested by our pulse-step model. It describes the saturation of the main sequence as a consequence of the rise time to reach steady-state of the phasic integrator that transforms the acceleration pulse to a phasic-velocity signal (Fig. 3) . The output of this open-loop phasic integrator reaches steady-state value determined by its transfer function and the slope of the ramped-onset of the acceleration-pulse input shown in Fig. 2b (see Table  2 for phasic integrator Laplace transfer function). The peak velocity obtained by increasing the width of the acceleration-pulse increases as long as the pulse duration is less than the rise time of the phasic integrator. When pulse duration exceeds the rise time of the phasic integrator, then peak velocity will saturate. This saturation will occur at lower response magnitudes for the older than younger age group because the pulse width is wider for the older group in order maintain the peak velocity (see columns 2 and 3 in Table 1) .
A schematic representation of this linear model is shown in Fig. 11a and b for the 15 year old and 45 year old. Five different phasic-velocity signals were produced by integrating acceleration-pulse signals that had plateau durations that produced peak velocities described by the main sequence for 2D, 4D, 6D, 8D and 10D step responses. The gray curve represents an envelope function generated by integrating a step with a ramped onset. The phasic-velocity signals peaked in the saturation portion of the envelope function in the 45 year old age group while the peaks were still under the saturation limit in the 15 year old age group. One might also consider that the saturation of the main sequence could be caused by the non-linear saturation of biomechanical properties of the plant that limit the peak amplitude of accommodation. However this is unlikely because the saturation of the main sequence occurs at response amplitudes near the center of the linear range of the accommodation stimulus-response function.
Attributes of the velocity-step signal
The stability of the step response is largely due to the control of the velocity-step signal with internal negative feedback. The velocity-step signal for accommodation begins immediately after the acceleration-pulse is completed in order for peak acceleration to be invariant with response magnitude. Fig. 3 illustrates that the velocitystep signal is proportional to the motor error signal for accommodation that is influenced by feedback. Internal feedback is used to estimate position errors between the desired and actual accommodative responses. Desired accommodation is computed from the sum of Fig. 11. (a,b) Five different phasic-velocity signals were produced for a 15 and 45 year old by integrating acceleration-pulse signals with plateau durations that produced peak velocities for 2D, 4D, 6D, 8D and 10D step responses. The gray curve in each figure represents an envelope function generated by integrating a ramped-step input (see inset in (a)). Saturation of the peak velocity occurred when then pulse duration approached the steady state of the envelope function. the retinal error (defocus) and a positive internal feedback loop that is derived from efference copy and that takes into account the plant transfer function with a virtual plant. Estimates of actual accommodation position (efference copy) are subtracted in a negative feedback loop from the desired position signal to produce the velocity-step signal. This internal source of feedback is analogous to that proposed for vergence eye movements by Zee and Levi (1989) . Demonstrations of voluntary step changes of accommodation to targets viewed through a pinhole pupil (McLin & Schor, 1988) or in total darkness (Ciuffreda & Kruger, 1988) illustrate that visual feedback is not necessary to complete a step response, and that desired position is an effective input signal for accommodation. The estimated errors of accommodation (velocity-step signals) are integrated to produce slow-rising tonic-position signals (Fig. 2a) that dampen the end of the step response and prevent overshoots and response instability. The latency for visual feedback is too long to provide stable control without overshoots of the step response. Of course, visual feedback is used to guide accommodative pursuit tracking responses to smooth changes in target distance (Khosroyani & Hung, 2002) .
5.5.
Comparison of the pulse-step model to a dynamic dual-mode model of accommodative smooth tracking Khosroyani and Hung (2002) have developed a dynamic dual-mode model of accommodative smooth tracking of continuously changing optical vergence stimuli that was originally proposed by Hung and Ciuffreda (1988) . Their dual-mode model illustrates how accommodation makes abrupt corrections for position errors that result from low-gain smooth tracking by accommodation of continuous changes in target distance. Our dynamic pulse-step model of accommodation has a different objective. It was developed to describe the first-order and second-order dynamics of the accommodative response to step changes of target distance. The two models share some characteristics, however because they have different objectives, it is not surprising that they differ in several respects.
Both models initiate abrupt position changes without visual feedback and they complete position changes with feedback. The initial response of the dual-mode model is driven by a desired distance signal that is unaffected by feedback and is nearly equal to the original position error. This fast response is proportional to the magnitude of the input signal such that both acceleration and velocity are predicted to increase with response magnitude. In contrast, the fast component of our pulse-step model is generated by an acceleration-pulse signal that is triggered by a velocity threshold. The acceleration-pulse height is fixed and independent of the amplitude of the step stimulus in order to achieve a constant acceleration that is independent of response amplitude. The width of the acceleration-pulse plateau is increased with response amplitude to increase peak velocity without changing peak acceleration. The dualmode model completes its response using visual feedback to produce both position and velocity error signals. The fast and slow components of the dual-mode model operate sequentially so that when one is active, the other is disabled. In contrast, our pulse-step model uses internal feedback to control the velocity-step signal in order to produce stability of the final response. The neural integration of acceleration-pulse and velocity-step signals produces phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals that operate in parallel during the mid portion of the step response. Finally the pulse-step model takes into account the biomechanics of the plant (Beers & van der Heijde, 1994) and it is based on neurophysiological correlates of cortical areas and brainstem pre-motor and motor nuclei known to control accommodation (Gamlin & Yoon, 2000) .
Neural compensation for age-related changes in biomechanics of accommodation
As the eye ages, the visco-elastic properties of the lens complex increase, the elastic coefficient of the choroid increases, and elasticity of the zonular suspensory ligaments remains constant (Beers & van der Heijde, 1996; Wyatt, 1993 ). An increased elastic coefficient corresponds to a decreased compliance that is modeled as decreased gain. The time constant for the lens is proportional to the ratio of viscosity over elastic coefficient. Thus the time constant is proportional to viscosity and inversely proportional to the elastic coefficient. Viscosity can be estimated from the product of time constant and elastic coefficient. For example, the decrease of the lenticular gain from age 15 to 25 years (from 1.0 to 0.34) corresponds to a proportional increase of the elastic modulus by a factor of 2.94. The change in time constant from 154 ms in a 15 year old to 190 ms in a 25 year old corresponds to a proportional increase by a factor of 1.234. The product of these two factors corresponds to a proportional increase in lens viscosity by a factor of 3.63 between ages 15 and 25 years, yet peak velocity of step responses appears to be unaffected.
Compared to the single-step model, peak velocity of accommodation is enhanced by the inclusion of the acceleration-pulse signal in the pulse-step model. Without the acceleration-pulse signal, the low peak velocities predicted by the single-step model are not surprising, given the large increase of lens viscosity with age. The pulse-step model maintains the high velocity step response as lens viscosity increases with age by increasing the plateau width of the acceleration-pulse and the amplitude of combined phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals found in the EW nucleus. The gain could be increased by cerebellar modulation of the near response involving interactions between the precerebellar nucleus reticularis tegmenti ponti (NRTP) (Gamlin & Clarke, 1995) , the deep cerebellar nuclei such as the posterior interposed nucleus (Zhang & Gamlin, 1998) and the SOA (Gamlin, 2002) .
Model applications
The pulse-step model of accommodation could be used to estimate the stability and dynamic performance of prosthetic devices, such as accommodating intraocular lens implants (A-IOL) (Haefliger & Parel, 1994; Nishi & Nishi, 1998) . The A-IOLÕs are used to replace the presbyopic intraocular lens for the purpose of restoring dynamic accommodation. To use the pulse-step model to predict dynamics of the A-IOL step response, the elastic properties of the lens capsule would be retained, and the visco-elastic properties of the lens cortex and nucleus would be replaced with those of the A-IOL. The lens capsule and lens matrix can be modeled as two springs in parallel and simulated in the Laplacian domain as two springs in series (see Ôlens capsule gainÕ and Ôlens matrix time constantÕ blocks in Fig. 4) . The capsule would be a pure gain element, and the lens matrix would be a visco-elastic first-order lag element as shown in Ôlens matrix time constantÕ block in Fig. 4 .
Conclusions
The pulse-step model illustrates a neural control strategy that combines phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals in the final common pathway for accommodation in a manner that is similar to the classical neural control model of step changes by the saccadic and vergence systems. The pulse-step model of accommodation provides a heuristic tool that illustrates how several parameters of an acceleration-pulse signal and the gain of combined phasic-velocity and tonic-position signals might be increased with age to maintain the youthful peak velocity of accommodation in the presence of increasing lens viscosity.
